BALVANT RAY MEHTA VIDYA BHAWAN A.S.M.A.
SESSION : 2020-21

HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK
CLASS : II

Dear Students,
Summer break is an awesome opportunity to have fun, enjoy your leisure time to read,
play and learn independently.
As we all know, “Education is something that is not limited to classroom scenario”.
Even present situation of Worldwide Pandemic Covid-19, makes this statement true.
For students of BMVB ASMA, learning is a habit, So with this habit –
Let us open our
Summer Vacation Activity Surprise Booklet.

Guidelines for parents,
1. Encourage your ward to read.
2. Enhance his skills to exercise daily and eat plenty of fresh fruits and veggies.
3. Help your ward to converse in English daily and use of simple-short sentences in
day-to-day life.
4. Use your leisure time to play mind games : Chess / Puzzles etc. and enjoy with
your siblings.
5. Watch T.V. Channels that enhance your knowledge : Animals Planet,
Discovery etc.
6. SUMMER VACATIONS from 16.05.2020 to 30.06.2020.
7. The school will reopen (as per govt. guidelines) on 1st July 2020
*Stay Safe, Stay Healthy*

English

1. Read and enjoy the following stories
a. The Gingerbread Man
b. Hansel and Gretel
c Rumplestiltskin
d. Beauty and the Beast
e. The Tinderbox Or any other interesting story
Choose your favourite story from amongst them and answer the following:
Note: It should be a true account of your reading.
a) Name of the book _________________________________________________________________
b) Name of the author ________________________________________________________________
c) I liked the book because ____________________________________________________________
d) My favourite character/characters of the story. _________________________________________
e) The story is about__________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Illustrate and colour your favourite character in the story on an A-4 size pastel sheet.
Here is a list of few links which you can follow to read books online.
www.freechildrenstories.com
https://magicblox.com
https://www.familyfriendpoems.com/poems/children/funny/
https://www.dltk-holidays.com/summer/mfield.htm
1. Make short vowel puppets using ice-cream sticks and any color sheet.
Cut the sheet in square shape, and write the vowel on it. Also draw
a picture of something who's name starts with the same vowel.
If you don't have ice cream sticks, you can also use sticks from broom.
1.

Communication plays a pivotal role in grooming your overall personality. Converse in English as much as
you can. Here is a list of few sentences which you can try and practice speaking at home. Feel free to add
more sentences to this list
ENGLISH SENTENCES FOR CONVERSATION PRACTICE
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Good morning mummy/papa.
I have finished my work.
How can I help you, mother/father ?
I have cleaned my room.
May I borrow your pencil as I have forgotten to bring mine today?
I am sorry I have not finished my homework as I was not feeling well.
Ma'am, can you please help me in solving this sum?
Please throw the garbage in the bin.

● Ma'am. Please tell me how to pronounce this word.
● Ma'am, May I go to the washroom?

2. Do the following worksheets in your English notebook:

5. Do the following reading comprehension in your English notebook
Jeena is going for apple picking with her sister Maria. They are going to an apple orchard near their house.
They need to pick twelve apples. Their mom is going to use the apples to make a big apple pie. At the
orchard, Jeena picked nine apples and Maria picked three. They had a great day together. Now they can’t
wait to enjoy their pie!

A. Answer the following questionsQ1.Where are Jeena and Maria going?
Q2. How many apples do they need to pick?
B. Fill in the blanks-

1. Mom is going to use the
2.
C. State true / False-

to make a big apple

picked nine apples for the pie.

1. Maria could pick only four apples for the pie.
2. The apple orchard was near their house.
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Revise all the work that has been done till date.
Practice English writing every alternate day in a separate notebook.
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1. Do you know how many seasons do we have? All over the world we observe four kinds of seasonsSummer Season

Spring Season

Winter Season

Autumn Season

In every season we have different types of plants and trees. Let's make a 'Four Season Tree'. Take colourful A4
size sheets, draw out 5 circles and paste them together. On those circles draw four seasons.

You can also take help from the following video- https://youtu.be/cNiZg19F5ik

2. We have four seasons- summer, winter, spring and autumn. Let's revise them in detail.

3. Have you heard about Aquatic Plants? Aquatic plants are the plants which grows under the water. Aquatic
plants are those that can be found in any salt or freshwater environment – a small fish tank, home aquarium, lake,
pond, or an ocean. Let's look at some examplesWater Lilly

Vallisneria

Lotus

Trapa

Hydrilla

Ranunculus

Isoetes

Marsillea

4. Now we know what are aquatic plants. Let's play a game. In the following box you have to find the names of all
the aquatic plants mentioned above. You can find the words in any direction, whether upward, downward,
backward or diagonally.

5.Have you ever thought what is 'Personal Hygiene'? Personal hygiene refers to maintaining cleanliness of one's
body and clothing to preserve overall health and well-being. Let's learn more about it by looking at this video.

Link- https://youtu.be/X3GnQCt9WAY

6. Riddle time! Let's answer these interesting riddles on nature.


Touch your face, I'm in your words, I'm lack of space and

beloved by birds.

Ans.



What can you catch but not throw?

Ans.



It cannot be seen, cannot be felt, Cannot be heard, cannot be smelt. It lies behind stars and under hills, And
empty holes it fills. It comes first and follows after, Ends life, kills laughter.

Ans.


Ans.

The Pearls of night, stolen in clearest light of day.



A thousand colored folds stretch toward the sky, atop a tender strand, rising from the land,'Til killed by
maiden's hand, perhaps a token of love, perhaps to say goodbye.

Ans.



A whole dale filled, but nod even one full hand?

Ans.



What has roots as nobody sees, Is taller than trees, Up, up it goes, And yet
never grows?

Ans.


Ans.

Can run but never walks, Has a mouth and never talks, Has a head but never weeps, Has a bed but never
sleeps.

7. Come on kids, let’s play a game. Fill the following crossword with the help of given hints.

8. A monster has scrambled the names of all the flowers. Unscramble the words and put them in a correct form.



E O S R

Ans.



U N O W E F S L R

Ans.



T U L S O

Ans.



A S J N I E M

Ans.



U L P I T

Ans.


Ans.

R C O I H D

Maths
1. Write counting from 1 to 300 in practice notebook.
2. Learn and write tables from 1 to 12 in practice notebook.
3. Put Bindis to show the given number on abacus. Do this in practice notebook.

201

500

322

106

132

618

4. As we have done addition and subtraction concepts. Copy these sums in notebook and solve.

5. ACTIVITY TIME:
a. Check whether your name is odd or even (count number of letters of your name), check your
family members name like this. Do this activity on A4 size sheet if available or do it in practice
notebook. You will enjoy a lot.
b. Take a rolling dice ( of Ludo ) , roll it three times to make a 2 - triple numbers. Then, write these
numbers in your notebook and compare their values using symbols <,> and =
6. Learning continues at home. Online learning is an obvious way to keep lessons going. So, let’s make
home learning a bit easier and more fun. Below are the links of games which will boost your child’s
power by 80%



https://youtu.be/7O7SNhzx9nM
https://youtu.be/7_MsiZNfkk0

Students practice the work done till now and all the work should be neatly done in practice
notebook.

Computer
 Printers and Monitors are of many types. Collect information of their types. Which one you think is the
best type of Printer and Monitor. Paste pictures of both on different A4 sheets.
 Start typing practice on Word. Daily type five sentences at least.
 Make a poster in MS Paint on the topic- Covid-19 and me.

